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June 1, 2017  

 

 

Mr. Scott K. Miller 
Deputy Executive Director 
Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund 
140 East Town Street 
Columbus, OH 43215-5164 

 

Dear Scott, 

 

This report provides certain pension information for disclosure under GASB 67 for OP&F’s fiscal 

year ending Dec. 31, 2016, and collective amounts under GASB 68 for contributing employers and 

the State of Ohio for their fiscal years ending in 2017, including Dec. 31, 2017.  

 

The information is based on an actuarial valuation performed by Conduent as of Jan. 1, 2016, with 

actuarial liabilities rolled forward to Dec. 31, 2016, and plan asset information provided by OP&F 

for its fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2016. This valuation is used for accounting purposes and is 

different than the actuarial valuation presented to the Board of Trustees in October 2016, which 

was used for funding purposes. 

 

This report presents the follow information for GASB 67 purposes: 

• Net pension liability at year-end 

• Schedule of changes in net pension liability from the prior year 

• Sensitivity of the net pension liability to changes in the discount rate 

• Information supporting the discount rate 

This report presents the following information for GASB 68 purposes: 

• Collective pension expense 

• Collective deferred outflow (inflow) of resources 

 

We certify that the information contained in this Actuarial Report has been prepared in accordance 

with generally accepted actuarial principles and practices. To the best of our knowledge, the 

information fairly presents the actuarial position of OP&F in accordance with the requirements of 

GASB 67 and GASB 68. 

 

The Board of Trustees and staff of OP&F and its auditors may use this report for the review of the 

operation of the plan. The report may also be used by participating employers and the state for use 

in preparing their audited financial statements as well as allowing the Board and staff to do so. Use 

of this report for any other purpose or by anyone else may not be appropriate and may result in 

mistaken conclusions because of failure to understand applicable assumptions, methods, or 

inapplicability of the report for that purpose. Conduent will accept no liability based on any 

statements or conclusions contained in this report without Conduent’s prior written consent. 

2135 City Gate Lane 

6th Floor  

Naperville, IL 60563 
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Future actuarial measurements may differ significantly from current measurements due to plan 

experience differing from that anticipated by the economic and demographic assumptions, 

increases or decreases expected as part of the natural operation of the methodology used for 

these measurements, and changes in plan provisions or applicable law. An analysis of the potential 

range of such future differences is beyond the scope of this valuation. 

 

In preparing the actuarial results, we have relied upon information provided by the staff of OP&F 

regarding plan provisions, plan participants, plan assets, contribution rates and other matters used 

in the actuarial valuation.  Although we did not audit the data, we reviewed the data for 

reasonableness and consistency with the prior year’s information.  The accuracy of the results 

presented herein is dependent on the accuracy of the data. 

   

As required under Section 742.14 (B) of the Chapter 742 of the Ohio Revised Code (ORC), 

experience studies are performed once in every five year period. This valuation was prepared on 

the basis of the demographic and economic assumptions that were selected on the basis of the 

Jan. 1, 2007 to Dec. 31, 2011 Experience Review and adopted by the Board of Trustees, which 

include a 8.25 percent per annum rate of investment return. As mandated by the Retirement Code, 

these assumptions will remain in effect for valuation purposes until such time the Board of Trustees 

adopts revised assumptions. 

 

An assumption under GASB 67 and GASB 68 that is based in part on the plan’s assumed 

investment rate of return is the discount rate used for measuring total pension liability.  The 

discount rate derived as of Dec. 31, 2016 is 8.25 percent, which is unchanged from last year.    

 

In our opinion, the actuarial assumptions used are appropriate for purposes of the valuation and 

are reasonably related to the experience of the System and to reasonable long-term expectations. 

The mortality improvement assumption was selected in accordance with Actuarial Standard of 

Practice No. 35. 

 

This report was prepared under our supervision. We are Members of the American Academy of 

Actuaries. We meet the Academy’s qualification Standards to issue this Statement of Actuarial 

Opinion. This report has been prepared in accordance with all applicable Actuarial Standards of 

Practice and we are available to answer questions about it. 

 

Sincerely, 

      

   

Larry Langer, FCA, ASA, EA, MAAA  Paul R. Wilkinson, ASA, EA, MAAA 
Principal, Consulting Actuary   Director, Consulting Actuary 
larry.langer@conduent.com   paul.wilkinson@conduent.com 
Conduent     Conduent 

mailto:larry.langer@conduent.com
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Section I – Overview 
 

This report provides certain information for disclosure under: 

• GASB 67 for OP&F’s fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 2016, 

• GASB 68 for contributing employers and the State of Ohio for their fiscal years ending in 2017, 

including Dec. 31. 2017 

 

The information is based on an actuarial valuation performed by Conduent as of Jan. 1, 2016, with 

actuarial liabilities rolled forward to Dec. 31, 2016, and plan asset information provided by OP&F 

for its fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2016. 

 

In October 2016, Conduent presented the Jan. 1, 2016 Actuarial Valuation of Pension Benefits 

report to the Board of Trustees.  That report was for a separate valuation performed in accordance 

with Chapter 742 of the Ohio Revised Code (ORC), which provided information about the funded 

status of the plan and the adequacy of the contributions to satisfy the 30-year funding requirements 

under the ORC. Unless noted otherwise in this report for GASB 67 and GASB 68, the census 

information, plan provisions and actuarial assumptions and methods used for that valuation are 

also used for this valuation under GASB 67 and GASB 68. 

 

This report presents the follow information for GASB 67 purposes: 

• Net pension liability at year-end 

• Schedule of changes in net pension liability from last year 

• Sensitivity of the net pension liability to changes in the discount rate 

• Information supporting the discount rate 

 

This report presents the following information for GASB 68 purposes: 

• Collective pension expense 

• Collective deferred outflow (inflow) of resources 

 

This report does not include any allocation of amounts by employer. 

 

Key Takeaways and Changes since Last Year 

 

Net pension liability decreased from $6.43 billion last year to $6.33 billion this year.  Pension 

expense increased from $748.2 million to $781.8 million.  Pension expense is generally expected 

to increase due to inflationary factors, such as salary and benefit increases.  The decrease in net 

pension liability is mainly attributed to the actual asset earnings during 2016 being more than 

projected at 8.25 percent, which also mitigated the increase in pension expense.  Refer to Section 

III for the difference between the projected and actual earnings. 

 

Market volatility in the plan’s assets can result in large fluctuations in the net fiduciary position, net 

pension liability, and pension expense from year to year.  Unlike pension funding for OP&F, which 

uses an actuarial value of assets to mitigate the impact of market volatility, GASB 67 and 68 use 

the market value of assets. 

 

There have been no plan amendments adopted or changes in assumptions since the Jan. 1, 2016 

valuation date.  The assumed investment rate of return and the discount rate is 8.25 percent. 
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Section I – Overview 
(continued) 
 

Plan Provisions 

 

This plan is a defined benefit pension plan.  A description of the plan provisions is provided in 

Table 10 of the Jan. 1, 2016 Actuarial Valuation of Pension Benefits report. 

 

Contributions 

 

Employer and member contributions are established by statute and both are due monthly.  

Employers of police officers pay 19.5 percent of salary; employers of firefighters pay 24 percent of 

salary.   The State of Ohio also makes a contribution to OP&F.  The current member contribution 

rate is 12.25 percent, effective for July 2, 2015 and thereafter. 

 

OP&F allocates a portion of the contributions to the Health Care Stabilization Fund (HCSF) and the 

rest to the pension fund.  The allocation to the HCSF for 2016 was 0.5 percent of salary. 

 

These contribution rates, minus the allocation to the HCSF, are used in the projection of the 

fiduciary net position in Schedule A in the Appendix, which is used for determining the crossover 

point for the development of the discount rate. 

 

Census Data 

 

Detailed demographic statistics can be found in Exhibits I through VI of the Jan. 1, 2016 Actuarial 

Valuation of Pension Benefits report.  The following is a summary of the membership counts and 

the development of the average expected remaining years of service as of Jan. 1, 2016.  The 

average expected remaining years of service is used for the recognition period of certain amounts 

under GASB 68. The period is 6.10 years for the measurement year 2016, compared to 6.19 years 

for 2015. 

 

Rehired retirees are included in the count of retirees.  

Asset Data 

 

The asset information for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2016 was submitted to Conduent by 

OP&F.  A copy of the information is in Schedule C in the Appendix of this report. 

 

OP&F reported investment income of $1.24 billion for 2016 for the pension fund.  The money-

weighted rate of return was 9.72 percent. 
  

Expected Remaining

Member Group Count Years of Service Average Years

Active 27,446    362,507                  13.21

Vested former members 236         -                         0.00

Retirees and disableds 20,572    -                         0.00

Beneficiaries and Survivors 7,830      -                         0.00

Contributions Refund Due 3,311      -                         0.00

Total 59,395 362,507                  6.10
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Section I – Overview 
(continued) 
 

Actuarial Assumptions and Methods 

 

The total pension liability as of Dec. 31, 2016 was determined by rolling forward the Jan. 1, 2016 

total pension liability, determined based on the Jan. 1, 2016 actuarial valuation, one year.  The 

rolled up amount was determined by adding service cost and interest for one year and subtracting 

benefits adjusted for one half year of interest.  Unless stated otherwise below, the assumptions and 

methods are the same as the Jan. 1, 2016 funding valuation as set forth in Table 9 of the Jan. 1, 

2016 Actuarial Valuation of Pension Benefits report. 

 

Actuarial Cost Method  

 

The cost method is the prescribed method under GASB 67, which is the Entry Age Normal - Level 

Percentage of Pay method. This method is similar to the method used for the funding valuation 

except for the treatment of active members in DROP.  Under the funding method, the accrual of 

normal cost continues until the member’s assumed retirement age.  Under GASB 67, for active 

members in DROP, the accrual stops when the member actually enters DROP; future normal cost 

accruals, or service cost accruals as they are called under GASB 67, are zeroed out and are 

instead immediately recognized in the total pension liability.  Thus, when a member enters DROP, 

there will be a sudden increase in the total pension liability and a reduction in the service cost on 

account of that member. 

 

Under GASB 67, member DROP balances are included in both the total pension liability and the 

plan fiduciary net position.  OP&F must disclose the terms of the DROP and the total of the DROP 

balances held by the plan.  

 

Assets are valued on a fair market basis, with no actuarial smoothing. 

 

The Long-Term Expected Rate of Return 

 

The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments is the actuarial valuation 

interest rate used for the Jan. 1, 2016 funding valuation, which is 8.25 percent.  The rate was 

determined using a building- block method in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real 

rates of return (expected returns, net of pension plan investment expense and inflation) are 

developed for each major asset class. These ranges are combined to produce the long-term 

expected rate of return by weighting the expected future real rates of return by the target asset 

allocation percentage and by adding expected inflation. 
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Section I – Overview 
(continued) 
 

Discount Rate 

 

The discount rate is the single rate that reflects (1) the long-term expected rate of return on plan 

investments that are expected to be used to finance the payment of benefits, to the extent that the 

plan’s fiduciary net position is projected to be sufficient to make projected benefit payments and 

plan assets are expected to be invested using a strategy to achieve that return, and (2) a yield or 

index rate for 20-year, tax-exempt general obligation municipal bonds with an average rating of 

AA/Aa or higher (or equivalent quality on another scale), to the extent that the conditions for use of 

the long-term expected rate of return are not met. 

 

The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability is 8.25 percent.  The projection of cash 

flows used to determine the discount rate assumes OP&F contributions will continue to follow the 

current statutory contribution rates, previously described. The plan's fiduciary net position was 

projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current plan members. 

Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was applied to all 

periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability, in accordance with the 

method prescribed by GASB 67. We believe this assumption is reasonable for the purposes of the 

measurements required by the plan. In the event of benefit payments not covered by the Plan’s 

fiduciary net position, a municipal bond rate of 3.71 percent would have been used to discount the 

benefit payments not covered by the Plan’s fiduciary net position. The 3.71 percent rate equals the 

S&P Municipal Bond 20-Year High Grade Rate Index (yield to maturity) at Dec. 30, 2016. Please 

refer to Schedule A in the Appendix for additional details. 

 

Recognition Periods for Deferred Inflows and Outflows of Resources 

 

Inflows and outflows due to investment earnings are recognized in pension expense over five 

years.  All other amounts are recognized over the average expected remaining years of service as 

of the beginning of the year for which the inflow or outflow amount was established. 
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Section II – GASB 67 Information 
 

 

The GASB 67 information in this section is for the system’s fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 2016.  

Elements of the GASB 67 information are also used for employer disclosure under GASB 68 for 

their fiscal years ending in 2017, presented in Section III. 

 

Net Pension Liability 

 

Net pension liability is the difference between total pension liability and plan fiduciary net position.  

Total pension liability as of Dec. 31, 2016 is based on the Jan. 1, 2016 actuarial valuation. The 

components of net pension liability and related ratios for the current and prior measurement dates 

are as follows: 

 

 

 

Sensitivity of the Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate 

 

The following presents the net pension liability calculated using the current discount rate of 8.25 

percent, as well as what the net pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate 

that is 1-percentage-point lower (7.25 percent) or 1-percentage-point higher (9.25 percent) than the 

current rate: 

 

 

  

Net Pension Liability (Asset)
Measurement Date

Dec. 31, 2016

Measurement Date

Dec. 31, 2015

Total pension liability 20,016,288,888$      19,357,013,332$      

Plan fiduciary net position 13,682,389,240        12,923,943,156        

Net pension liability (asset) 6,333,899,648$        6,433,070,176$        

68.36% 66.77%

Covered employee payroll 2,094,550,962$        2,046,601,668$        

(Estimate) (Estimate)

302.40% 314.33%

Plan fiduciary net position

as a percentage of the total pension liability

Net pension liability (asset)

as a percentage of covered employee payroll

Sensitivity of the Net Pension Liability

to Changes in the Discount Rate

at Dec. 31, 2016

1% Decrease
Current

Discount Rate
1% Increase

Discount rate 7.25% 8.25% 9.25%

Total pension liability 22,118,393,001$      20,016,288,888$      18,234,727,093$      

Plan fiduciary net position 13,682,389,240        13,682,389,240        13,682,389,240        

Net pension liability (asset) 8,436,003,761$        6,333,899,648$        4,552,337,853$        
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Section II – GASB 67 Information  
(continued) 
 

Changes in Net Pension Liability 

 

Net pension liability increases if the total pension liability increases greater than the increase in 

fiduciary net position, and vice versa.  Total pension liability increases with service cost and 

interest, but decreases by benefits paid.  Fiduciary net position increases by contributions and 

earnings, but decreases by benefits and expenses paid.  Other factors that impact the net pension 

liability are the impact of plan changes, changes in assumptions and plan experience. 

 

The change in net pension liability for the year ended Dec. 31, 2016 is shown below.  There were 

no plan changes or changes in assumptions during 2016.  The differences between expected and 

actual experience for 2016 represents the impact of plan experience during the 2015 fiscal year.  

Since the year-end total pension liability is rolled forward from the beginning of year valuation date 

assuming all assumptions are met, there are no differences between the expected and actuarial 

experience during the current year.  Actual experience for 2016 will be reflected in 2017. 

Comparable results from the prior fiscal year are also shown. 

 

 

Schedule of Changes in Net Pension Liability

Fiscal Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2016

Fiscal Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2015

Total pension liability

Service cost 273,592,476$           267,624,727$           

Interest 1,570,560,385          1,519,848,287          

Plan changes -                            -                            

Differences between expected and actual experience 2,143,161                 (21,544,278)              

Changes in assumptions -                            -                            

Benefit payments, including refunds of member contributions (1,187,020,466)         (1,170,476,866)         

Net change in total pension liability 659,275,556             595,451,870             

Total pension liability - beginning 19,357,013,332        18,761,561,462        

Total pension liability - ending (a) 20,016,288,888$      19,357,013,332$      

Plan fiduciary net position

Contributions - employer and State 455,143,532$           428,972,949$           

Contributions - member 268,594,295             245,834,623             

Net investment income 1,240,580,488          (11,259,198)              

Benefit payments, including refunds of member contributions (1,187,020,466)         (1,170,476,866)         

Administrative expense (18,851,765)              (15,635,762)              

Other changes -                            (6,940,426)                *

Net change in plan fiduciary net position 758,446,084             (529,504,680)            

Plan fiduciary net position - beginning 12,923,943,156        13,453,447,836        

Plan fiduciary net position - ending (b) 13,682,389,240$      12,923,943,156$      

Net pension liability (asset) - ending (a)-(b) 6,333,899,648$        6,433,070,176$        

* Prior period adjustment
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Section III – GASB 68 Information 
 

 

The GASB 68 information in this section is for disclosure by contributing employers and the State 

of Ohio for their fiscal years ending in 2017, including Dec. 31. 2017. The allocation of the 

collective amounts by employer is performed by OP&F and is not part of this report. 

 

Pension Expense 

 

The following table shows the collective pension expense for 2017, based on the 2016 

measurement year, reflecting deferred inflows and outflows of resources that are recognized during 

the year. Details of the recognized and deferred inflows and outflows of resources are shown in 

Schedule B in the Appendix.  To the extent OP&F determines there are any employer-specific 

liabilities and related pension expense, the collective pension expense may need to be reduced to 

reflect those employer specific amounts before allocating the remainder of the pension expense to 

all employers. Comparable results from the prior measurement period are also shown. 

 

 

 

  

Pension Expense

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2016

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2015

Employer's fiscal year ending in 2017 2016

Service cost 273,592,476$              267,624,727$              

Interest cost on total pension liability 1,570,560,385             1,519,848,287             

Projected earnings on plan investments (1,046,337,266)            (1,088,245,528)            

Contributions - member (268,594,295)               (245,834,623)               

Administrative expense 18,851,765                  15,635,762                  

Plan changes -                               -                               

Other changes in fiduciary net position -                               6,940,426                    *

Recognition of net deferred outflows (inflows)

Changes in assumptions -                               -                               

Differences between expected and actual liab. experience (3,129,160)                   (3,480,498)                   

Difference between projected and actual earnings 236,870,088                275,718,733                

Pension expense 781,813,993                748,207,286                

* Prior period adjustment
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Section III – GASB 68 Information  
(continued) 
 

Pension expense is generally the difference in net pension liability from one measurement date to 

the next, with the exception of certain amounts that are called deferred inflows and outflows of 

resources and employer contributions.  Inflows are amounts that reduce the net pension liability, 

while outflows increase the net pension liability.  A portion of inflow and outflows are recognized in 

the current year’s pension expense and the rest is deferred and recognized in future years. 

 

The following table shows the change in net pension liability for the 2016 measurement year, 

isolating the amounts that are subject to deferral. Comparable results from the prior measurement 

period are also shown. 

 

 

  

Change in Net Pension Liability

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2016

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2015

Employer's fiscal year ending in 2017 2016

Service cost 273,592,476$              267,624,727$              

Interest cost on total pension liability 1,570,560,385             1,519,848,287             

Projected earnings on plan investments (1,046,337,266)            (1,088,245,528)            

Contributions - employer 
(1)

(455,143,532)               (428,972,949)               

Contributions - member (268,594,295)               (245,834,623)               

Administrative expense 18,851,765                  15,635,762                  

Plan changes -                               -                               

Other changes in fiduciary net position -                               6,940,426                    *

Amounts subject to deferral

Changes in assumptions -                               -                               

Difference between expected and actual liability experience 2,143,161                    (21,544,278)                 

Difference between projected and actual earnings (194,243,222)               1,099,504,726             

Net change in net pension liability (99,170,528)                 1,124,956,550             

Net pension liability (asset) - beginning 6,433,070,176             5,308,113,626             

Net pension liability (asset) - ending 6,333,899,648             6,433,070,176             

(1) Includes State of Ohio Subsidies of $398,161 for 2016 and $446,735 for 2015

* Prior period adjustment
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Section III – GASB 68 Information  
(continued) 
 

One of the inflow and outflow of resources is the amount by which the investment earnings during 

the year is more or less than the projected earnings based on the assumed long-term investment 

return rate.  The following table derives the projected earnings for 2016 and shows that the actual 

earnings were greater than the projected earnings, which results in an inflow of resources. 

Comparable results from the prior measurement period are also shown. 

 

 

 

Reconciliation of Balance Sheet Amounts 

 

The net pension liability at the end of the measurement period should equal the net pension liability 

at the beginning of the period, plus pension expense, plus the change in net deferred inflows 

(outflows), minus employer contributions.  The following table shows the reconciliation of net 

pension liability for the measurement period ending Dec. 31, 2016. Comparable results from the 

prior measurement period are also shown. 

 

 

 

Difference Between Projected and Actual Earnings

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2016

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2015

a) Plan fiduciary net position - beginning 12,923,943,156$         13,453,447,836$         

b) Contributions - employer 
(1)

455,143,532                428,972,949                

c) Contributions - member 268,594,295                245,834,623                

d) Benefit payments, including refunds of member contributions (1,187,020,466)            (1,170,476,866)            

e) Administrative expense (18,851,765)                 (15,635,762)                 

f)  Other changes -                               (6,940,426)                   *

g) Assumed investment rate of return - beginning 8.25% 8.25%

h) Total projected earnings:

 [ (a) + .5 x [(b)+(c)+(d)+(e)] + (f) ] x (g) 1,046,337,266             1,088,245,528             

i) Actual earnings 1,240,580,488             (11,259,198)                 

j) Difference between projected and actual earnings: (h)-(i) (194,243,222)               1,099,504,726             

(1) Includes State of Ohio Subsidies of $398,161 for 2016 and $446,735 for 2015

* Prior period adjustment

Reconcilation of Balance Sheet Amounts

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2016

Measurement Year

Ending

Dec. 31, 2015

Net pension liability (asset) - beginning 6,433,070,176$           5,308,113,626$           

Pension expense 781,813,993                748,207,286                

Net deferred inflows (outflows) - beginning (1,028,993,359)            (223,271,146)               

Net deferred (inflows) outflows - ending 603,152,370                1,028,993,359             

Contributions - employer 
(1)

(455,143,532)               (428,972,949)               

Net pension liability (asset) - ending 6,333,899,648             6,433,070,176             

(1) Includes State of Ohio Subsidies of $398,161 for 2016 and $446,735 for 2015
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APPENDIX 

Schedule A - Development of Discount Rate - Projection of Fiduciary Net Position 

This projection is used only for determining if the plan has a crossover point for developing the 

discount rate under GASB 67 as of Dec. 31, 2016.  For this projection, member contributions and 

benefit payments do not include amounts for future new members.  Employer contributions include 

projected amounts for current members, plus amounts for new members to the extent the employer 

contribution rate exceeds the employer normal cost rate for the new members.  Assumes all 

actuarial assumptions are met.  Administrative expenses are based on the most recent fiscal year 

end, assumed to increase annually at an assumed inflation rate of 3.25 percent.  Actual benefit 

payments may vary significantly from projected amounts year to year due to variations in DROP 

lump sum distributions from year to year.  

 

Since the projection does not produce a crossover point, the discount rate will be the assumed 

investment rate of return of 8.25 percent. 

 

 

 

Projected Projected

Beginning Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Ending

Fiscal Year Fiduciary Net Member Employer Benefit Administrative Investment Fiduciary Net 

Beginning Position Contributions Contributions Payments Expenses Earnings Position

Jan. 1 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)=sum (a) thru (f)

2017 13,682,389,240 263,515,641 454,016,969 (1,410,388,650)  (15,604,316)      1,100,152,216 14,074,081,100

2018 14,074,081,100 251,504,788 458,143,855 (1,478,444,051)  (16,111,456)      1,129,375,864 14,418,550,100

2019 14,418,550,100 249,801,272 466,933,891 (1,526,477,677)  (16,635,079)      1,156,117,787 14,748,290,294

2020 14,748,290,294 247,744,661 476,063,302 (1,567,893,969)  (17,175,719)      1,181,910,896 15,068,939,466

2021 15,068,939,466 245,397,650 485,498,610 (1,536,492,901)  (17,733,930)      1,209,898,108 15,455,507,003

2022 15,455,507,003 241,170,984 493,832,118 (1,553,244,056)  (18,310,282)      1,241,255,384 15,860,211,151

2023 15,860,211,151 237,282,899 502,918,165 (1,637,619,534)  (18,905,366)      1,271,418,063 16,215,305,378

2024 16,215,305,378 232,028,830 511,251,128 (1,680,756,025)  (19,519,791)      1,299,068,861 16,557,378,381

2025 16,557,378,381 226,171,198 519,189,921 (1,709,906,588)  (20,154,184)      1,326,169,747 16,898,848,475

2026 16,898,848,475 219,912,345 527,654,887 (1,785,021,638)  (20,809,195)      1,351,366,648 17,191,951,522

2027 17,191,951,522 212,498,138 535,817,828 (1,845,357,074)  (21,485,494)      1,373,111,059 17,446,535,979

2028 17,446,535,979 204,857,118 544,447,386 (1,923,172,327)  (22,183,772)      1,390,979,740 17,641,464,124

2029 17,641,464,124 196,085,112 552,801,864 (1,990,664,875)  (22,904,745)      1,404,286,380 17,781,067,860

2030 17,781,067,860 186,534,024 561,432,279 (2,046,177,530)  (23,649,149)      1,413,491,844 17,872,699,328

2031 17,872,699,328 176,874,592 570,851,156 (2,093,089,088)  (24,417,747)      1,419,113,881 17,922,032,122

2032 17,922,032,122 167,095,730 581,065,634 (2,127,825,281)  (25,211,323)      1,421,764,888 17,938,921,769

2033 17,938,921,769 157,613,007 592,086,992 (2,181,502,051)  (26,030,691)      1,421,017,074 17,902,106,099

2034 17,902,106,099 147,821,612 603,521,963 (2,210,820,984)  (26,876,689)      1,416,826,589 17,832,578,590

2035 17,832,578,590 138,259,226 616,129,737 (2,225,021,988)  (27,750,181)      1,410,604,201 17,744,799,585

2036 17,744,799,585 129,446,700 630,376,365 (2,253,420,905)  (28,652,062)      1,402,397,441 17,624,947,124

2037 17,624,947,124 120,732,527 645,617,413 (2,268,520,210)  (29,583,254)      1,392,125,357 17,485,318,957

2038 17,485,318,957 112,669,225 662,310,461 (2,296,754,569)  (30,544,710)      1,379,774,493 17,312,773,858

2039 17,312,773,858 104,665,433 679,811,828 (2,347,105,968)  (31,537,413)      1,363,847,558 17,082,455,296

2040 17,082,455,296 95,612,603 697,560,735 (2,379,811,978)  (32,562,379)      1,343,834,051 16,807,088,328

2041 16,807,088,328 85,994,957 715,754,250 (2,407,667,338)  (33,620,656)      1,320,293,967 16,487,843,508

2042 16,487,843,508 75,959,305 734,699,368 (2,401,634,631)  (34,713,327)      1,294,516,241 16,156,670,464

2043 16,156,670,464 66,760,149 755,747,419 (2,417,139,479)  (35,841,511)      1,267,001,030 15,793,198,072

2044 15,793,198,072 58,507,894 778,376,718 (2,461,272,661)  (37,006,360)      1,235,764,342 15,367,568,006

2045 15,367,568,006 49,186,503 801,454,492 (2,462,517,540)  (38,209,066)      1,201,107,105 14,918,589,500

2046 14,918,589,500 39,964,472 825,608,580 (2,467,910,643)  (39,450,861)      1,164,401,854 14,441,202,902

2047 14,441,202,902 29,979,894 850,537,031 (2,366,555,530)  (40,733,014)      1,129,667,890 14,044,099,174

2048 14,044,099,174 22,906,438 879,047,129 (2,321,314,181)  (42,056,837)      1,099,549,271 13,682,230,994

2049 13,682,230,994 16,620,345 909,420,730 (2,267,468,613)  (43,423,684)      1,072,790,918 13,370,170,690

2050 13,370,170,690 11,601,136 941,395,857 (2,217,436,221)  (44,834,954)      1,050,101,720 13,110,998,228
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Schedule A – Development of Discount Rate - Projection of Fiduciary Net Position (Cont’d) 

 

 

  

Projected Projected

Beginning Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Ending

Fiscal Year Fiduciary Net Member Employer Benefit Administrative Investment Fiduciary Net 

Beginning Position Contributions Contributions Payments Expenses Earnings Position

Jan. 1 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)=sum (a) thru (f)

2051 13,110,998,228 7,811,239 974,082,313 (2,168,237,632)  (46,292,090)      1,031,818,666 12,910,180,724

2052 12,910,180,724 4,889,626 1,008,397,090 (2,108,948,175)  (47,796,583)      1,018,856,925 12,785,579,608

2053 12,785,579,608 2,691,371 1,044,302,426 (2,048,077,311)  (49,349,972)      1,012,338,558 12,747,484,680

2054 12,747,484,680 1,245,249 1,082,048,878 (1,983,454,271)  (50,953,846)      1,013,211,472 12,809,582,163

2055 12,809,582,163 420,569 1,121,658,048 (1,920,297,477)  (52,609,846)      1,022,389,310 12,981,142,767

2056 12,981,142,767 90,944 1,162,871,714 (1,858,215,243)  (54,319,666)      1,040,637,121 13,272,207,636

2057 13,272,207,636 11,329 1,205,768,738 (1,795,142,482)  (56,085,055)      1,068,860,009 13,695,620,176

2058 13,695,620,176 2,574 1,250,171,971 (1,729,605,194)  (57,907,819)      1,108,162,672 14,266,444,380

2059 14,266,444,380 184 1,296,219,250 (1,662,004,128)  (59,789,823)      1,159,774,576 15,000,644,438

2060 15,000,644,438 12 1,344,033,496 (1,592,568,066)  (61,732,993)      1,225,008,242 15,915,385,129

2061 15,915,385,129 1 1,393,638,006 (1,521,659,830)  (63,739,315)      1,305,265,871 17,028,889,862

2062 17,028,889,862 0 1,445,195,574 (1,449,626,941)  (65,810,843)      1,402,043,338 18,360,690,990

2063 18,360,690,990 0 1,498,724,352 (1,376,838,373)  (67,949,695)      1,516,937,791 19,931,565,065

There is no crossover point in this analysis.

After 2063, the projected investment earnings will exceed the projected benefit payments and administrative expenses.
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Schedule B, Table 1 - Amortization of Changes in Assumptions 

 

 

 

  

Measurement Year 2014 2015 2016 Total Outflows Inflows

Amount Established -                   -                   -                   

Recognition Period 6.24                 6.19 6.10

Annual Recognition -                   -                   -                   

Amount Recognized

2014 -                   -                 -                   -                   

2015 -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2016 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2017 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2018 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2019 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2020 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2021 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2022 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2023 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2024 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2025 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2026 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

Deferred Balance

2014 -                   -                 -                   -                   

2015 -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2016 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2017 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2018 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2019 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2020 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2021 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2022 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2023 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2024 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2025 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   

2026 -                   -                   -                   -                 -                   -                   
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Schedule B, Table 2 - Amortization of Difference between Actual and Expected Experience 

 

 

  

Measurement Year 2014 2015 2016 Total Outflows Inflows

Amount Established -                   (21,544,278)     2,143,161        

Recognition Period 6.24                 6.19 6.10                 

Annual Recognition -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           

Amount Recognized

2014 -                   -                   -                   -                   

2015 -                   (3,480,498)       (3,480,498)       -                   (3,480,498)       

2016 -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           (3,129,160)       351,338           (3,480,498)       

2017 -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           (3,129,160)       351,338           (3,480,498)       

2018 -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           (3,129,160)       351,338           (3,480,498)       

2019 -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           (3,129,160)       351,338           (3,480,498)       

2020 -                   (3,480,498)       351,338           (3,129,160)       351,338           (3,480,498)       

2021 -                   (661,290)          351,338           (309,952)          351,338           (661,290)          

2022 -                   -                   35,133             35,133             35,133             -                   

2023 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2024 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2025 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2026 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Deferred Balance

2014 -                   -                   -                   -                   

2015 -                   (18,063,780)     (18,063,780)     -                   (18,063,780)     

2016 -                   (14,583,282)     1,791,823        (12,791,459)     1,791,823        (14,583,282)     

2017 -                   (11,102,784)     1,440,485        (9,662,299)       1,440,485        (11,102,784)     

2018 -                   (7,622,286)       1,089,147        (6,533,139)       1,089,147        (7,622,286)       

2019 -                   (4,141,788)       737,809           (3,403,979)       737,809           (4,141,788)       

2020 -                   (661,290)          386,471           (274,819)          386,471           (661,290)          

2021 -                   -                   35,133             35,133             35,133             -                   

2022 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2023 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2024 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2025 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

2026 -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   
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Schedule B, Table 3 - Amortization of Difference between Projected and Actual Earnings 

 

 

 

  

Measurement Year 2014 2015 2016 Total Outflows Inflows

Amount Established 279,088,933    1,099,504,726    (194,243,222)   

Recognition Period 5.00                 5.00                    5.00                 

Annual Recognition 55,817,787      219,900,946       (38,848,645)     

Amount Recognized

2014 55,817,787      55,817,787       55,817,787       -                   

2015 55,817,787      219,900,946       275,718,733     275,718,733     -                   

2016 55,817,787      219,900,946       (38,848,645)     236,870,088     275,718,733     (38,848,645)     

2017 55,817,787      219,900,946       (38,848,645)     236,870,088     275,718,733     (38,848,645)     

2018 55,817,785      219,900,946       (38,848,645)     236,870,086     275,718,731     (38,848,645)     

2019 -                   219,900,942       (38,848,645)     181,052,297     219,900,942     (38,848,645)     

2020 -                   -                      (38,848,642)     (38,848,642)      -                    (38,848,642)     

2021 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2022 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2023 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2024 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2025 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2026 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

Deferred Balance

2014 223,271,146    223,271,146     223,271,146     -                   

2015 167,453,359    879,603,780       1,047,057,139  1,047,057,139  -                   

2016 111,635,572    659,702,834       (155,394,577)   615,943,829     771,338,406     (155,394,577)   

2017 55,817,785      439,801,888       (116,545,932)   379,073,741     495,619,673     (116,545,932)   

2018 -                   219,900,942       (77,697,287)     142,203,655     219,900,942     (77,697,287)     

2019 -                   -                      (38,848,642)     (38,848,642)      -                    (77,697,284)     

2020 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2021 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2022 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2023 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2024 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2025 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   

2026 -                   -                      -                   -                    -                    -                   
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Schedule C - Statement of Changes in Fiduciary Net Position 

Source: OP&F May 10, 2017 

 

 

 

 

Statements of Changes in Fiduciary Net Position For the Year Ended Dec. 31, 2016

Post-employment 2016

Pensions Health Care Total

Additions:

    From Contributions:

          Members' 268,594,295$                   -$                      268,594,295$        

          Employers' 454,745,371                     10,708,739           465,454,110          

          State of Ohio-Subsidies 398,161                            -                        398,161                 

          Health Care Premiums -                                   73,161,967           73,161,967            

                       TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS 723,737,827                     83,870,706           807,608,533          

     From Investment Income:

           Net Appreciation (Depreciation) 

              Value of Investments 940,788,275                     64,801,146           1,005,589,421       

           Bond Interest 118,420,360                     8,156,750             126,577,110          

           Dividends 82,460,225                       5,679,830             88,140,055            

           Alternative Investment Income 58,389,693                       4,021,860             62,411,553            

           Master Limited Partnerships Income 47,981,440                       3,304,944             51,286,384            

           Other Investment Income (Loss) 24,571,071                       1,692,446             26,263,517            

           Less Investment Expenses (42,726,835)                     (2,943,008)            (45,669,843)           

                   NET INVESTMENT INCOME 1,229,884,229                  84,713,968           1,314,598,197       

      From Securities Lending Activities:

           Securities Lending Income 5,262,174                         362,457                5,624,631              

           Securities Lending Expense (2,577,295)                       (177,523)               (2,754,818)             
                  NET INCOME FROM SECURITIES 

LENDING 2,684,879                         184,934                2,869,813              

           Interest on Local Funds Receivable 988,996                            -                        988,996                 

           Other Income 7,022,384                         27,855,788           34,878,172            

                          TOTAL ADDITIONS 1,964,318,315                  196,625,396         2,160,943,711       

Deductions:

           Retirement Benefits 672,597,970                     -                        672,597,970          

           Disability Benefits 248,879,989                     -                        248,879,989          

           Health Care Benefits -                                   223,535,753         223,535,753          

           Survivor Benefits 84,626,847                       -                        84,626,847            

           DROP Withdrawls 166,662,400                     -                        166,662,400          

           Contribution Refunds 14,253,260                       -                        14,253,260            

           Administrative Expenses 18,719,581                       798,310                19,517,891            

           Other Expenses 132,184                            -                        132,184                 

                          TOTAL DEDUCTIONS 1,205,872,231                  224,334,063         1,430,206,294       

CHANGE IN FIDUCIARY NET POSITION 758,446,084                     (27,708,667)          730,737,417          

FIDUCIARY NET POSITION - BEG. OF YEAR 12,923,943,156                929,362,382         13,853,305,538     

FIDUCIARY NET POSITION - END OF YEAR 13,682,389,240$              901,653,715$       14,584,042,955$   


